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To all whom i? may concern.: 
Be it known that I, SAMUEL BUCHSBAUM, 

a citizen of the United States, and aresident 
of Chicago, Cook county, Illinois, have in 
Vented certain new and useful Improvements 
in Rings, of which the following is a full, 
clear, and exact description, reference being 
hadto the accompanying drawings and to the 
letters of reference marked thereon. 
My invention relates to finger-rings, and 

particularly to what are known as *initial 
rings;” and the object of my invention is to 
provide a Setting which can be quickly re 
moved and as quiekly, easily, and securely 
reset whenever desired, sothat ajeweler, for 
instance, having a stock of rings and a com 
plete alphabetical list of the settings can 
quickly adjust a Setting having any initial 
desired by a purchaser, substantiallyashere 
inafter fully described, and as illustrated in 
the drawings. 
Figure 1 is a top or plan view of the ring. 

Fig. 2 is a section therethrough, taken on 
dotted line 2 2, Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is a sectional 
viewtakenthrough theringondotted line 33, 
Fig. 2. Fig. 4 isa topor plan of thering with 
the set removed, and Fig. 5isa plan of the 
inwerted Setting. 

In the drawings, A represents the band or 
hoop of the ring, and B the bezel thereof. 
The bezelofthering is provided withan open 
ing b therethrough, which extends from the 
inner circumference of the hoop to the ex 
terior of said bezel, and the Outer edges c of 
Said opening b are rabbeted, so asto form a 
seat for the Setting C, concerning which more 
Will be said, hereinafter. The opening b may 
Correspond in its contours to the Outline of 
the Setting C, or may be shaped otherwise, 
and it is provided with a cross-bard, which 
may spanit diametrically, orasa chord of a 
lesser segment. 
The Setting C in initial-rings is generally 

eliptical, but whatever its shape is it fits 
smugly in its seat in the bezel, which, as ex 
plained, is made by rabbeting the edges of 
opening b therein. The setting is generally 
made quite flat, the exposed side being orna 

mented as desired, and the under side be 
ing made of gold or gold-plated metal, and 
havingaleaf-spring D, one end of whichisper 
manently secured to its back or under side 
ata point near the edge of the same. The 
remainder of the length of the springextends 
centrally across Said back in such direction 
that when fitted in its seat it will beat right 
angles to and clasp the bard, anditiscurved, 
so that its end is bent downward slightly. 

Im operation the Setting is seated in the 
bezel of the ring by catching the end of the 
spring Dunder the bard and then pushing 
the Setting toward said baruntil the Setting 
is in register with its seat in the ring, where 
upon the elasticity of the spring snaps the 
setting into the Seat and Securely holds it in 
place. The only way, then, that the setting 
canbe removed is by forcing itoutward until 
its edges are Out Of its rabbeted Seat. Ac 
Cordingly i accomplish the removal of the 
setting by pushing outward against the un 
der side of the same and near the edge there 
of near which said spring is secured. When . 
its edges clearthe edges of opening b, Ipush 
it laterally away from the baruntil the spring 
releases Said bar, whereupon it can be re 
moved. While I prefer the shape of spring 
D as shown, yet it could bechanged, and if 
it operated to hold the Setting to the bar it 
would come within the scope of my invention. 
Itis, of course, immaterial what the shape 
of the Setting is, or whether or not the set 
ting is What is known as as an *initial-set 
ting,” as it is obwious any gem orother at 
tractive setting might be secured in a ring in 
thisway. 

If desired, the opening b need not meces 
sarily extend clear through the bezel, but a 
depression in the face of the latter in which 
the Seat might be made might be substituted 
therefor. I much prefer the fullopening b, 
h0Wever. 
What I claim as new is 
1. Afinger-ring having a bezel with a rab 

beted Seatin itsface and a cross-barextend 
ing from side to side thereof, im combination 
with a setting the outlines of which conform 
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to the contours of said seat, haying a flat the contours of Said seat and having a flat 
spring secured to its under side which en- spring one end of whichissecured toits back Io 
gages Said bar, asset forth. near the edge of Said setting So asto be at 

2. A. finger-ring having a bezel with an right angles to said bar, asset forth. 
5 opening therethrough having its outer edges i SAMUEL IBUCHISBAUM. 
rabbeted and having a cross-bar extending Witnesses: 
from side to side thereof, in combination with FRANK A. MOORE, 
a Setting the outlines of which conform to FRANK D. THOMASON. 


